STPEC RECOMMENDED COURSE LIST – Fall 2018

If SPIRE will not let you register for a course on the STPEC course list because it is restricted to majors in a particular department, you may wish to e-mail the instructor to ask them if they are willing to override SPIRE to allow you to enroll. **If a course is listed under more than one category you may choose which category you wish the course to fulfill. No course may be used to satisfy more than one STPEC requirement.**

Please crosscheck time periods on SPIRE or the 5 College site before registering for class.

We try to provide a comprehensive list of courses being offered. If you cannot find a course in SPIRE, the department may have changed the schedule.

These courses are recommended to fulfill the STPEC requirements. Other courses at UMass and the Five College may also be acceptable. If you would like to take a course not on this list, please consult the STPEC Academic Advisor before you take it. Also, note that some of these courses have prerequisites. It is up to you to make sure you are qualified for the courses you select.

Five College abbreviations: UM=UMass; AC=Amherst College; HC= Hampshire College; MHC=Mount Holyoke; SC=Smith College.

A. PREREQUISITES

1. **INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL THEORY**

UM STPEC 101 - Introduction to STPEC - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM STPEC 189 - Intro to Radical Social Theory - Monteagudo, Graciela - W 4:00PM - 6:30PM

2. **INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL ECONOMY**

UM ECON 103 - Introduction to Microeconomics - Friedman, Gerald - M or W 8:00AM - 8:50AM w/disc
UM ECON 104 - Introduction to Macroeconomics - Dolenc, Patrick - MW 9:05AM - 9:55AM
UM ECON 105 - Introduction to Political Economy - Tonak, Ertugrul -TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
HC CSI 0210 - introduction to Economics - Mehrene Larudee - MW 9:00-10:20AM

B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

1. **MODERN SOCIAL THEORY & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS**

UM AFROAM 591B - Black Radical Thought - Bracey, John - Th 2:30PM - 5:00PM
UM AFROAM 692Q - S-AfrDiaspora:Intro/Cncept&Hist - Lao-Montes, Agustin - W 4:00PM - 6:30PM
UM ANTHRO 364 - Problems in Anthropology I - Johnson, Amanda - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM ANTHRO 386 - CriticalPedagogy&PeerFacilitn - Sandler, Jennifer - W 2:30PM - 5:15PM
UM ANTHRO 494BI - Global Bodies - Krause, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

1. MODERN SOCIAL THEORY & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (Continued)

UM ANTHRO 496W - IS-Advanced Critical Pedagogy - Sandler, Jennifer - W 2:30PM - 5:15PM
UM ANTHRO 546 - Critical Knowledge: Teaching, Research, Movements – Sandler, J. - M 5:30PM - 6:45PM
UM COMM 397SS - ST-Youth, Democracy & Ent Indu - Saxe, Joel - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM COMM 426 - Media Violence - Scharrer, Erica - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM COMM 491S - S-Introduction to Semiotics - Chang, Briankle - TuTh 5:30PM - 6:45PM
UM GERMAN 323 - Modern German History - Donson, Andrew - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM HIST 395S - U.S. Carceral Culture - Shapiro, Susan - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM LEGAL 432 - Environmental Justice - Wing, A. Leah - Th 4:00PM - 6:30PM
UM POLSCI 395S - S-Defining Justice/Diverse Dem - Hamlin, Rebecca - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM POLSCI 433 - S-LGBTQ Pol & Postcolonialism - Shah, Svatia - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM POLSCI 491S - History/SocPolcy/PolGendRaceCl - Sharrow, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM STPEC 491H - STPEC Focus Seminar I - The Insurrectionary Imagination: The Politics and Poetics of Anti-Capitalism and Revolution - Jennison, Ruth - Tu 4:00 - 6:30
UM STPEC 492H - STPEC Focus Seminar II - Land struggles: Local communities’ nonviolent resistance and construction of alternatives in the Americas – Vinthagen & Sheehan W 4:00 - 6:30
UM WGS 301 - Theorizing Gender, Race & Power - Asher, Kiran - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM WGS 393L - S-LGBTQ Pol & Postcolonialism - Shah, Svatia - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM WGS 493M - S- Conversations/Ghost of Marx - Asher, Kiran - Tu 1:00PM - 3:00PM
AC AMST 305 - Gender, Migration, Power - Leah Schmalzbauer - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC ANTH 248 - Islamophobia - Christopher Dole - TTH 01:00PM-02:20PM
AC ANTH 251 - Anthro of Natural Wealth - Nusrat Chowdhury - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC ANTH 325 - Protest! - Nusrat Chowdhury, Hannah Holleman - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC ANTH 339 - The Anthropology of Food - Deborah Gewertz - T 01:00PM-03:30PM
AC BLST 236 - Black Sexualities - Khary Polk - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
AC BLST 347 - Race, Sex & US Military - Khary Polk - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC HIST 215 - Geopolitics & U.S. Policy - Norman Levin, Pavel Machala - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC HIST 245 - U.S. Carceral Culture - Jen Manion - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
AC HIST 458 - 1960’S America - Vanessa Gordon - T 02:30PM-05:00PM
AC LST 374 - Rights - Kristin Bumiller - T 02:30PM-05:00PM
AC POSC 214 - Geopolitics & U.S. Policy - Norman Levin, Pavel Machala - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC POSC 321 - Populism - Amrita Basu, Pavel Machala - M 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC POSC 325 - Anarchisms - Andrew Poe - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
AC POSC 330 - The Politics of Protest - Kerry Ratigan - TH 01:00PM-03:30PM
AC POSC 474 - Rights - Kristin Bumiller - T 02:30PM-05:00PM
AC SOCI 248 - Islamophobia - Christopher Dole - TTH 01:00PM-02:20PM
AC SOCI 305 - Gender, Migration, Power - Leah Schmalzbauer - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

1. MODERN SOCIAL THEORY & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (Continued)

AC SOCI 337 - Dilemmas of Diversity - Ronald Lembo - T 01:00PM-03:30PM
HC CSI 0214 - People Without History - Rachel Engmann -Tu/Th 10:30-11:50AM
HC CSI 240 - Indigenous Environmental Activ - Ashley Smith - 02:30PM-03:50PM M/W
HC CSI 0245 - Race, Empire/Transnationalism Richard Chu -10:30AM-11:50AM TU/TH
HC CSI 0258 - Empire & Environment - April Merleaux - 01:00PM-02:20PM W/ F
HC CSI 0326 - Feminism's Sciences - Angela Willey - Tu 12:30-03:20PM
MHC GNDST 333EG - Reproductive and Genetic Tech - Jacquelyne Luce - F 01:30PM-04:20PM
MHC HIST 280DD - Diversity/Inclusion/Democracy - Mary Renda - MW 11:00AM-12:15PM
MHC POLIT 252 - Urban Politics - Preston Smith II - TTH 10:00AM-11:15AM
MHC SOCI 223 - Development of Social Thought - Kenneth Tucker - MW 09:30AM-10:45AM
MHC SOCI 327 - Social Inequality - Kenneth Tucker - W 01:30PM-02:20PM

2. POLITICAL ECONOMY

UM ECON 305 - Marxian Economics - Basu, Deepankar - MW 4:00PM - 5:15PM
UM ECON 348 - The Political Economy of Women - Saunders, Lisa - TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM ECON 366 - Economic Development - Pickbourn, Lynda - W 5:30PM - 8:15PM
UM ECON 394CI - Econ of Cooperative Entrprs - Voorheis, Valerie - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM ECON 397LG - ST-Economics of LGBT Issues - Badgett, M. - MW 4:00PM - 5:15PM
HC CSI 0229 - African Economic Development - Lynda Pickbourn - 02:30PM-03:50PM M/W
HC CSI 0235 - Economic Development - Omar Dahi - Tu/Th 12:30-01:50PM
MHC ECON 210 - Marxian Economic Theory - Lucas Wilson - TTH 01:30PM-02:45PM
SC ECO 224 - Environmental Economics - Susan Sayre - MW 01:10-02:30

3. WOMEN, GENDER, SEXUALITY STUDIES, AND QUEER THEORY

UM ECON 348 - The Political Economy of Women - Saunders, Lisa - TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM ECON 397LG - ST-Economics of LGBT Issues - Badgett, M. - MW 4:00PM - 5:15PM
UM AFROAM 326 - Black Women in U.S. History - Parker, Traci - MW 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM HISTORY 395S - History/SocPolcy/PoGendRaceCl - Sharrow, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM HISTORY 397MJ - ST-Woman in Modern Japan - Washington, Garrett - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM HISTORY 397RL - ST-RapeLaw:Gender, Race,Justce - Nye, Jennifer - TuT 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM HISTORY 397RR - ST-Hist/ReproductiveRightsLaw - Nye, Jennifer - TuT 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM PUBHLTH - 328 - Fundamentals of Women's Health - Sabelawski, Sara - W 4:00PM - 6:30PM
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B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

3. WOMEN, GENDER, SEXUALITY STUDIES, AND QUEER THEORY (Continued)

UM WGSS 297AA - ST-Healthy Guys/Guise: Men, Masculinity and Health - Tom Schiff - Th 4:00PM - 6:30PM
UM WGSS 301 - Theorizing Gender, Race, and Power, Kiran Asher, TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM WGSS 394H - Seminar- Critical Race Feminisms - Alexandrina Deschamps - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM WGSS 393L - S-LGBTQ Pol & Postcolonialism - Shah, Svati - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
AC AMST 305 - Gender, Migration, Power - Leah Schmalzbauer - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC BLST 236 - Black Sexualities - Khary Polk - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
AC BLST 347 - Race, Sex & US Military - Khary Polk - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC SWAG 210 - Anthro of Sexuality - Sahar Sadjadi - TTH 11:30AM-12:50PM
AC SWAG 330 - Black Sexualities - Khary Polk - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
HC CSI 0211 - The Black Feminist Archive - Tammy Owens - M 04:00PM-07:00PM
HC CSI 0326 - Feminism's Sciences - Angela Willey - Tu 12:30 - 03:20PM
MHC ANTHR 216HP - Feminist Health Politics - Jacquelyne Luce - TTH 01:30PM-02:45PM
MHC ANTHR 316EG - Reproductive and Genetic Tech - Jacquelyne Luce - F 01:30PM-04:20PM
MHC GNDST 204RP - Race, Racism, and Power - Vanessa Rosa - MW 09:30AM-10:45AM
MHC GNDST 221QF - Feminist & Queer Theory - Christian Gundermann - TTH 02:55PM-04:10PM
MHC GNDST 333UU - Latina/o Immigration - David Hernandez - TTH 01:30PM-02:45PM
SC HST 259 - Fem/ Masc/ Sex un Africa - Jeffrey Ahlman - MW 02:40-04:00
SC SWG 222 - Gender, Law and Policy - Carrie Baker - MWF 11:00-12:10
SC SWG 318 - Women Against Empire - Elisabeth Armstrong - Th 03:00-04:50
SC SWG 333 - Sexual Harassment & Soc Change - Carrie Baker - T 01:00-04:00

4. HISTORY AND POLITICS OF RACE IN THE UNITED STATES

UM AFROAM 326 - Black Women in U.S. History - Parker, Traci - MW 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM AFROAM 494DI - DuBois Senior Seminar - Rusert, Britt - M 12:20PM - 2:15PM
UM AFROAM 591B - Seminar- Black Radical Thought – Bracey, John - Th 2:30PM - 5:00PM
UM AFROAM 692Q - S-AfrDiaspora:Intro/Cncept&Hist - Lao-Montes, Agustin - W 4:00PM - 6:30PM
UM ANTHRO 384 - African American Anthropology - Johnson, Amanda - TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM HISTORY 395S - History/SocPolcy/PolGendRaceCl - Sharrow, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM HISTORY 397RL - ST-RapeLaw:Gender, Race,Justce - Nye, Jennifer - TuT 10:00AM - 11:15AM
AC AMST 345 - Model Minorities - Wendy Bergoffen, Franklin Odo - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC AMST 372 - Asian American History - Franklin Odo - M 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC ANTH 207- Anthro African Diaspora - Haile Cole - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
AC ANTH 210 - Anthro of Sexuality - Sahar Sadjadi - TTH 11:30AM-12:50PM
AC ANTH 238 - Culture, Race, Health - Haile Cole - MW 02:30PM-03:50PM
AC ANTH 248 - Islamophobia - Christopher Dole - TTH 01:00PM-02:20PM
AC BLST 200 - Debate in Black Studies - John Drabinski - MW 02:00PM-03:20PM
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B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

4. HISTORY AND POLITICS OF RACE IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued)

AC BLST 236 - Black Sexualities - Khary Polk - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
AC BLST 239 - Segregated America - Alec Hickmott - MW 03:00PM-04:20PM
AC BLST 347 - Race, Sex & US Military - Khary Polk - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC HIST 131 - Black Freedom Struggle - Alec Hickmott - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
AC POSC 350 - Comparative Race Politic - Chipo Dendere - M 02:30PM-05:00PM
AC SWAG 330 - Black Sexualities - Khary Polk - TTH 02:30PM-03:50PM
HC CSI 0206 - Black(im) Possibilities - Professor Tinson - 04:00PM-07:00PM W
HC CSI 0211 - The Black Feminist Archive - Tammy Owens - 04:00PM-07:00PM M
HC CSI 0228 - African American Labor History - Amy Jordan - 04:00PM-05:20PM M;04:00PM-05:20PM W
HC CSI 0230 - U.S. Imperialism & Hawai’i - Lili Kim - 10:30AM-11:50AM Tu;10:30AM-11:50AM Th
HC CSI 0278 The Young Lords -Wilson Valentin-Escobar -06:00PM-08:30PM Tu
MHC AFCNA 208 - Critical Race Theory - Lucas Wilson - W 01:30PM-04:20PM
MHC HIST 281 - African Amer. History to 1865 - Lynda Morgan - TTH 02:55PM-04:10PM
MHC LATST 250RP - Race, Racism, and Power - Vanessa Rosa - MW 09:30AM-10:45AM
MHC LATST 360 - Latina/o Immigration - David Hernandez - TTH 01:30PM-02:45PM
SC SOC 214 - Soc Hist Carib Communities US - Ginetta Candelario - MW 02:40-04:00

5. NON-WESTERN PERSPECTIVES, GLOBAL SOUTH, AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

UM ANTHRO 310 - Cultural Diversity NE N Amer - Forward, Jean - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM ANTHRO 364 - Problems in Anthropology I - Johnson, Amanda - TuTh 10:00AM - 11:15AM
UM ANTHRO 384 - African American Anthropology – Johnson, Amanda - TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM HISTORY 345 - China in the 19th Century - Platt, Stephen - TuTh 1:00PM - 2:15PM
UM HISTORY 358 - Immigration&Migration/US Hist - Fronc, Jennifer - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM HISTORY 359 - Modern Brazil - Wolfe, Joel - MW 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM HISTORY 395S - History/SocPolcy/PolGendRaceCl - Sharrow, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM HISTORY 397GGH - ST-Gandhi:Myth,Prsptve,Poltcs - Srivastava, Priyanka - MW 4:00PM - 5:15PM
UM HISTORY 397MJ ST-Woman in Modern Japan - Washington, Garrett - TuTh 2:30PM - 3:45PM
UM POLisci 343 - Gov&Pol East Africa - Edie, Carlene - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM POLisci 395S - History/SocPolcy/PolGendRaceCl - Sharrow, Elizabeth - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
UM WGSS 393L - S-LGBTQ Pol & Postcolonialism - Shah, Svati - TuTh 11:30AM - 12:45PM
AC AMST 240 - Rethinking Pocahontas - Kiara Vigil - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
AC ASLC 208 - Contemporary China - Kerry Ratigan - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC ASLC 271 - Caste in Mod South Asia - Dwaipayan Sen - TTH 01:00PM-02:20PM
AC ASLC 287 - Islamic Intellec Trad - Tariq Jaffer - TH 01:00PM-03:30PM
AC ASLC 367 - Late Imperial China - George Zhijian Qiao - MW 03:00PM-04:20PM
AC BLST 210 - Christianity & Islam - Olufemi Vaughan - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
AC HIST 264 - Intro to Latin America - Kent Lohse - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
B. UPPER LEVEL COURSES

5. NON-WESTERN PERSPECTIVES, GLOBAL SOUTH, AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLE (continued)

AC HIST 377 - Colonial Rule in S. Asia - Dwaipayan Sen - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC ASLC 377 - Colonial Rule in S. Asia - Dwaipayan Sen - W 02:00PM-04:30PM
AC POSC 208 - Contemporary China - Kerry Ratigan - TTH 10:00AM-11:20AM
AC POSC 231 - Polit Econ of Petro-States - Javier Corrales - TTH 02:30PM-04:30PM
AC POSC 233 - Intro African Politics - Chipo Dendere - MW 12:30PM-01:50PM
HC CSI 0229 - African Economic Development - Lynda Pickbourn - 02:30PM-03:50PM M;02:30PM-03:50PM W
HC CSI 0279 - Race/Gender/Power Brazil - Stephen Dillon - 12:30PM-01:50PM TU/TH
HC HACU 0274 - Cuba: Nation, Race, Revolt - Hardesty;Risech-Ozeguera - 2-03:20 TU/TH and 07:00-09:00 TU
MHC AFCNA 241AF - Afro-Latin America - Lowell Gudmundson - MW 02:55PM-04:10PM
MHC GEOG 208 - Global Movements - Serin Houston Decherd - MW 11:00AM-12:15PM
MHC POLIT 243 - Intro to Latin American Polit - Cora Fernandez Anderson - TTH 10:00AM-11:15AM
MHC POLIT 312 - Silk Roads: Ancient and Modern - Stephen Jones - T 01:30PM-04:20PM
MHC POLIT 357 - War & Peace in South Asia - Kavita Khory - W 01:30PM-04:20PM
SC GOV 228 - Gov & Politics of Japan - Dennis Yasutomo - MW 02:40-04:00
SC HST 258 - Modern Africa - Jeffrey Ahlman - TTh 03:00-04:20
SC HST 259 - Fem/ Masc/ Sex in Africa - Jeffrey Ahlman - MW 02:40-04:00
SC AFR 370 - Modern South Africa - Louis Wilson - Th 03:00-04:50